
Supplement Information for the Impact and Friction Sensitivity Test 

Setups

The experimental set-up for impact and friction sensitivity were shown in Figure 1 
and 2 [1].

Figure 1 Experimental set-up for measuring impact sensitivity

Figure 2 Experimental set-up for measuring friction sensitivity
The impact sensitivity test process: the weighed sample flowed out through a cone funnel 

at a constant speed and piled up on the center of the sandpaper to form a pyramid. The 
sandpaper with the sample was then carefully placed at the center of the anvil and the impact 
plunger was gently pressed against the sample. The power supply was turned on, the lift 
button pressed and the desired height of the ball seat adjusted (the height can be obtained 
from the flexible rule). The pump button was then turned on and the ball seat was pumped 
into a vacuum. The dropping hammer was adsorbed at the desired height, when it was near 
the ball seat. The pump button was turned off. The dropping hammer then became free and 
started to free fall until it hit the impact plunger. Then the sample on the sandpaper was 
impacted to explode by the impact plunger. The hammer anvil was used to buffer the residual 
impact after test. When the dropping hammer fell from the setting height, the sample 
exploded. This setting height is the special height H_50. 

The friction sensitivity test process: the weighed sample was carefully placed between two 
slip sleeves and the clamp sleeve tightened. The pressure-biased valve was turned on and the 
pressured adjusted to 3.92 MPa. The hammer anvil was inserted and checked that it touched 
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the clamp sleeve. The pendulum was lifted and then released at a swaying angle of 90deg. 
Finally, the hammer anvil was taken out and the pressure relief valve was turned on. The 
friction sensitivity test was completed. Then the explosion probability of the sample was 
obtained by calculating the proportion of the total number of explosions to the total number of 
experiments.
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